Denmark Boating and Angling Club
Parry’s Beach Fishing Shed
Members Guide 2020

The DBAC Fishing Shed is made available to active members of the Denmark Boating and Angling Club
(DBAC). A key is required to access the grounds, located on Parry’s Beach Road at Parry’s Beach. Access to a
key is provided on application to the DBAC committee. The committee’s decision to allocate a key is final
and a key bond is payable.

CAMP ETTIQUETTE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Generator usage to be kept to a minimum.
No loud parties or music
Respect other members right to privacy
Respect other members right to a good night’s sleep
Park cars so that they do not block roads or other members vehicles.
Ensure grounds and shed are in good and clean condition prior to leaving
Report all breakages or issues at the grounds or shed to one of the contacts below.

CONTACTS
In case of any issues at the DBAC Campground, please contact the following members:
Spud

0427 481 893

Spike

9848 3223

Google Earth View showing location of the shed. Surrounding areas are available for camping.

Facilities
Water:
There is a large water tank on site that collects rainwater from the shed roof. Water is pumped from the
main tank to a header tank located on the tower at the rear of the shed. The header tank feeds the shed
including the taps, toilets and showers. The water is untreated. Members are responsible for ensuring the
water is fit to drink by boiling or other means.

At the end of each stay the header tank must be refilled. This can be
achieved when power is available – see Power section. A pump, located at the main tank, is used to fill the
header tank. The main tap at the concrete tank must be open before the switch for the pump, located on
the north wall of the shed (see picture above) is turned on.
The header tank will overflow when full, so please be vigilant when refilling with the pump. Under no
circumstances should you leave the pump on without monitoring the overflow. You’ll hear it on the roof
when it overflows.

Hot Water:
Hot water is provided by a Braemar Hot Water System. This
is a wood fired heater. Members need to supply their own
wood for this heater. This needs to be cut into smaller pieces
as the firebox is quite small and a large fire is not required.
The temperature gauge on the water heater needs to be in
the 60o range for consistent hot water. Hotter than this
means very hot water. The water in the system will stay hot
for a long period of time, but that will depend on usage.
Once at 60o only a small fire will be required to maintain the
water at a useful temperature. The water will stay hot
overnight, or longer, if only used by a small group of people.
Newspaper is normally provided in the basket next to the
hot water system.

Showers/Toilets:
Male and female members facilities are provided. Please keep these
clean at all times for other members. Members will need to provide
their own toilet paper.
A solar powered light is in each of the toilets. These can be turned
on in the evening and off in the morning. They will provide light in
the toilets whilst there is no generated power.
WARNING: As at February 2018, the female toilet door lock is
malfunctioning.
DO NOT LOCK THE FEMALE TOILET DOOR FROM THE INSIDE.
The shower recess can be locked at the main door to maintain
privacy as required.

Power:
A 7KvA DIESEL powered generator is located on site. It is in the generator shed to the rear of the main shed.
Members are responsible for providing their own fuel. The generator must be left full when members leave.
The instructions for use are on the generator. These MUST be adhered to as it protects the generator
electrical circuits.
Turning ON the generator
1.
Ensure there is enough DIESEL in the tank.
2.
Make sure MAIN SWITCH is OFF at the wall.
3.
Open the side door and Turn Fuel Switch ON.
4.
Turn Idle lever to RUN.
5.
Pull out PRESSURE REDUCTION knob.
6.
Place Key in the switch and turn Key.
7.
Push PRESSURE REDUCTION knob IN.
8.
Wait for Volt Meter to show over 200 Volts.
9.
Turn on MAIN SWITCH at the wall

Main Switch Location

Fuel Switch

Idle Lever

Pressure Reduction Knob

Turning OFF
1.
Turn OFF MAIN SWITCH at the wall.
2.
Turn FUEL SWITCH OFF
3.
Press RED BUTTON next to idle lever to return to OFF position.
4.
Turn key off
5.
Ensure key is left in the generator behind the side door.
6.
Refill Fuel Tank if not using the generator again before leaving.

Alternative power:
If members have their own generator, then that can be used to power the shed INSTEAD of the main
generator.
A power input is provided in the passage outside the male toilet/shower on the wall near the external gate.
A standard power lead can be connected to the receptacle and the switch on the side MUST be turn to AUX.
After connecting to the shed, start your generator which will then power the shed lights, power outlets and
the water pump. The onsite generator is isolated whilst your generator is connected.

Please return the AUX switch to the MAIN position for the next member who may use the onsite generator.
ALL GENERATOR USAGE MUST BE KEPT TO A MINIMUM SO AS TO NOT DISTURB OTHER MEMBERS.

The Shed Building
The shed has a range of facilities for members. A built in kitchen with BBQ and burner are located on the
western wall. Members must supply their own gas bottle for the BBQ. Gas bottles need a POL fitting. A gas
line and regulator are supplied at the BBQ.

The sink has a single tap. Water can be either HOT OR COLD. This depends on the location of the input hose
on the taps near the Hot Water System. The input hose is the one that runs up the wall near the taps. Connect
the hose to the appropriate tap shown below to get either hot or cold water at the sink. The coiled hose is
for cleaning the shower and toilet facilities.

Hot Water

Cold Water

Please do not drain hot water immediately from the sink, wait until it cools before pulling the plug. This
water is used to irrigate the lemon tree near the water tank.

Fire Place:
Colloquially known as “Ned” there is a large internal fire place for winter
warmth. There are a number of lounge chairs and tables around the fire
place for members use. Be aware that some members may use the shed for
accommodation. Camp etiquette means respecting their right to a quiet
night’s sleep.
Members will need to provide their own wood. Do not cut down wood on the
campgrounds for the fireplace or the hot water system. Small sticks can be
collected for kindling. Fire wood can be stacked at the rear of the shed with a
small amount around ‘Ned’ for the nights use.
Please ensure that no rubbish is burnt in the fireplace. The fireplace must be
extinguished prior to leaving the campground for the last time.

Outdoor Fires:
Members may have their own contained fires
near their campsites. Alternatively there is a
large fire ring provided with a hot plate, tables
and seating nearby.
Please monitor all
fires. Members are
required to be
aware of when a
fire
can
and
cannot be lit.

Main Undercover Area:
A dart board is located on the southern wall of the undercover area. There is a separate spot light that can
illuminate the dart board, whilst keeping the rest of the shed lights off.
The switch is visible in the photo to the left.
A table tennis table lives in the shed. Please be careful when using this.
Please look after the furniture and be aware of others when using this
area.
This area is not to be used for general camping and must be available to
any member using the fishing shed facility.

Fish cleaning
A fish cleaning station is located at the rear of the shed.
Please ensure that this area is kept clean and all offal is
removed. Offal needs to be disposed of at the Offal Pit,
located near the rubbish bins for the Shire of Denmark’s
Parry’s Beach Campground.

Do not dispose of offal on the DBAC grounds in
any manner.

Fishing Shed Rules:
Whilst at the Fishing Shed the following rules apply.
1. Members only. Members are allowed to bring one friend or family
member with them.
2. Lock all shed and main entrance gates when not in attendance.
3. Make sure header tank is full before lighting the Braemar Hot Water
System.
4. Bring your own firewood.
5. Under no circumstances pull down trees or shrubs.
6. Bring your own DIESEL fuel for the generator and DO NOT let it run out.
Leave the generator full of fuel when you leave.
7. Take your rubbish home.
8. All fish offal to be taken off site. Offal bin is near shire campsite bins.
9. Leave the shed and grounds clean and tidy.
10. MAXIMUM 3 night’s stay unless approved by DBAC Committee.
11. Longer stays and parties at the discretion of the DBAC Committee.
12. Turn off and disconnect hose taps to the sink, located near the Braemar.
Enjoy your stay at the Parry’s Beach DBAC Fishing Club Shed.

